
ASSEMBLY REPORT 
Date- 12-04-2019                           Name of class teacher-Mrs.Neha Grover        Class – XII B 
Theme- Mistakes are the proofs that we are trying 
No. Of students on roll – 29 
No. Of students participated-28 
No. Of presentation- 05 
No. Of props used- 09 
 
Anchoring done by- Yash Gupta and Bipasha 
Hindi tithi: Luv  
Thought of the day: Surbhi 
News: National-Chesta 
            International-Ishita 
            Sports- Sujal 
Weather report: Abdullah 
House message: Sahil Chauhan 
 
Presentation No. 1- Never have I ever 
No. and Name of students- 7  Isha , Lipika ,Dheeraj ,Rishabh Danish,  Sejal, Ishaan ,Dev ,Aditya 
Props-Placards 
Synopsis- A college reunion scene was enacted where the students played the never have I ever game 
and discussed about their mistakes, their consequences and the steps they took to get over with them. 
The play was really inspiriting and relevant as it counted upon all the common mistakes committed by 
the youngsters and offered solutions to correct them. 
 
Presentation-2 Interactive quiz 
 No. and Name of students- 2 Abdullah , Sujal ,Sonu, Sahil soni, Vaibhav Lodhi 
Props-Placards  
Synopsis- An interesting atmosphere of brainstorming was created when the quiz masters asked the 
audience to guess the famous personalities who had faced a fall but now they have reached the heights. 
Also some prizes were given that ensured an enthusiastic participation from the audience.  
 
Presentation- 3 Motivation Mode 
No. and Name of students-1 Muskan 
Synopsis- Since it was the first day of class 11 there was a message addressed to them. The students 
were told about the importance being focussed and dedicated throughout the year. Neelam Ma'am also 
shared the success mantra with the students. 
 
 
Presentation- 4 Melody On Flute   
No. and Name of students-1 Chesta 
Synopsis- Some melodies were played on flute and the audience was asked to guess the tune being 
played . The audience was engrossed and actively participated and correctly guessed the tunes.The 
segment was appreciated a lot. 
 
Presentation- 5 Song    
No. and Name of students-Bhumika ,Isha, Bipasha,Lipika,Chesta,Ishita,Surbhi,Sejal,Ishaan ,Dev 

Synopsis: The students sang to their highest pitches delivering the message that it’s completely natural 
to face a stumble when you are into action . The song conveyed the message and the theme of the 
assembly to the audience. 


